We present the first maps of the surface magnetic fields of a pre-main sequence binary system. Spectropolarimetric observations of the young, 18 Myr, HD 155555 (V824 Ara, G5IV + K0IV) system were obtained at the Anglo-Australian Telescope in 2004 and 2007. Both datasets are analysed using a new binary Zeeman Doppler imaging (ZDI) code. This allows us to simultaneously model the contribution of each component to the observed circularly polarised spectra. Stellar brightness maps are also produced for HD 155555 and compared to previous Doppler images.
INTRODUCTION
In the past decade our understanding of the surface magnetic topologies of stars beyond our Sun has greatly increased. This is mostly due to the application of the Zeeman-Doppler imaging (ZDI) technique (Semel 1989 ) which allows us not only to map magnetic regions on stellar surfaces, but also to determine the orientation of the field lines in these regions. From combining observations in circularly polarised light with the positional information (using Doppler imaging principles), we can determine whether a ⋆ E-mail: njd2@st-andrews.ac.uk particular region on the stellar surface is composed of mainly radial or azimuthal field. ZDI has now been applied to many rapidly rotating active stars with some surprising results (see Donati et al. 2007 for a recent review).
The magnetic maps of active G and K dwarfs show regions of strong surface azimuthal field. For many of these targets the recovered azimuthal field strengths are in excess of the radial field (e.g. for AB Dor and LQ Hya, , thus suggesting that the magnetic energy is concentrated in the toroidal field rather than the polodial field. This is quite different from what we find on the Sun where most of the resolved magnetic structures are radially orientated field lines. Current solar dynamo theory tells us that strong azimuthal field should only be found at the shear layer between the radiative core and convective envelopes (the tachocline). therefore suggest that the observation of strong surface azimuthal field on these rapidly rotating stars leads to the conclusion that the Ω dynamo component is not confined to the tachocline but instead may be distributed throughout the convective envelope.
The only tidally locked binary star to date for which published magnetic maps are available is the evolved primary star of the RS CVn system HR 1099. A strong latitudinal dependence on the polarity of the radial field maps is found and HR 1099 often exhibits a unipolar cap . Also present are strong, and often complete, axisymmetric rings of azimuthal field on the stellar surface. also confirmed the existence of an anticorrelation between the polarity of the radial and azimuthal fields. This is not observed on young rapidly rotating stars but is present on the Sun. Due to the evolved nature of RS CVn primary components, it is difficult to interpret their magnetic maps with respect to those of young rapidly rotating single stars. Therefore in an attempt to establish the relative importance of tidal locking and youth on surface magnetic field distributions, we present observations of the young pre-main sequence binary system HD 155555.
The HD 155555 (V824 Ara) system is composed of a G5 IV primary and a K0 IV secondary and has an orbital period of 1.68 d. This makes it a good target for observing over a five day observing run, as outlined in §2. HD 155555 was first discovered as a close binary system by Bennett et al. (1967) . It was later classified as an RS CVn binary (Strassmeier et al. 1993 ) based upon the activity and binarity of the system. Pasquini et al. (1991) suggested that HD 155555 was more likely a young pre-main sequence binary. This was based upon the high Li (6708Å) abundance (revisited here in §3.2) and the presence of a very active dMe companion (LDS587B). More recently Strassmeier & Rice (2000) derived an age of 18 Myr using the Hipparcos distance of 31 pc and the pre-main-sequence evolutionary tracks of D' Antona & Mazzitelli (1997) .
HD 155555 is a particularly active system with an X-ray luminosity of 2.7x10 30 erg s −1 (Dempsey et al. 1993) , both components show CaII H & K core emission and filled in Hα. Therefore given its proximity and activity it is unsurprising that HD 155555 has been the subject of a number of recent papers. In 1996 it was the target of a multi-wavelength study by Dempsey et al. (2001) . The authors detected considerable flare activity, with several flares being observed simultaneously in the UV and radio wavelengths. As part of this campaign, optical spectroscopy was also obtained and surface brightness images were produced using Doppler imaging by Strassmeier & Rice (2000) . An earlier Doppler image of HD 155555 produced from data obtained in 1990 was published by Hatzes & Kürster (1999) . In addition, a magnetic field detection has also been reported for both components of HD 155555 by .
In this paper we present new surface brightness maps ( §3) and the first magnetic maps of HD 155555 ( §4.1). To achieve this we have developed a binary ZDI code in order to model the contribution of each star to the combined Stokes V profiles that are observed during conjunction phases. We outline the details of this in section §4. The more recent, and numerous, 2007 observations of HD 155555 are described first. Then in §5 we present a smaller set of observations take in 2004. In obtaining magnetic maps for both components of a binary system we open up many interesting possibilities to explore the effects of binarity on the magnetic fields of both stars. Possible interaction between the stellar fields are of interest because it will determine many of the systems X-ray properties and the location of stellar winds. In §6 we use the magnetic maps recovered of both the primary and secondary components in order to perform an initial analysis of the likelihood of interaction between the two stars. We discuss our results in §7 and present our conclusions in §8.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
Spectropolarimetric observations of HD 155555 were made at the Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT) using the University College LondonÉchelle Spectrograph (UCLES) which is fibre fed by the SemelPol visiting polarimeter (Semel et al. 1993 ) mounted at the Cassegrain focus. In total eleven uninterrupted nights of observations were secured on our target star HD 155555 in 2007 from March 30 to April 09. In this paper we only use data collected on five of these nights, from March 31 to April 04. The remaining six nights of observations are used in a forthcoming publication to study the surface rotation properties of both stars. The 1.68 d orbital period means that good phase coverage can be obtained in five nights, corresponding very closely to three stellar orbits.
The instrumental set-up is the same as that used on many previous Zeeman Doppler imaging runs and is described in detail by previous authors (Semel et al. 1993 . Using SemelPol both left-and right-hand circular polarised light are captured simultaneously on the EEV2 CCD detector. Using the 31 gr mm −1 grating full wavelength coverage between 4377 and 6819Å is achieved. A resolution 70,000 (i.e. 4.3 km s −1 ) is obtained using this set-up. In order to supress all spurious polarisation signals (down to first order) due to instrumental drifts or temporal variations in stellar spectra (e.g. resulting from the orbital motions of the components in a binary system), circular polarisation (Stokes V) observations are made from a sequence of four exposures. Between each exposure the quarter-waveplate in SemelPol is rotated by +/-45
• , causing a switch of the circular polarisation carried in each fibre. The four sub-exposures are then combined using optimal extraction techniques as implemented by the Echelle Spectra Reduction: an Interactive Tool (ESpRIT) software developed by . In the process the normal calibrations pertaining to spectral data are performed and the spectra are wavelength calibrated. As HD 155555 is such a bright target (V = 6.9 mag) we were able to use 200 s exposures which meant that, after readout time, the total time taken for each sequence of four exposures (and so each Stokes I and V spectrum) was approximately 15 minutes.
In total 53 spectra were obtained over the five nights and are fairly evenly spread over the orbital phase of the binary. The signalto-noise (S/N) ratio of both our Stokes I and V spectra in the peak order vary with the weather conditions between 70 and 230 with an average of around 160 per 1.9 km s −1 pixel. In order to greatly boost the signal-to-noise the technique of Least-Squares Deconvolution (LSD) is used as described by and implemented in ESpRIT. This effectively combines the absorption line profiles of many thousands of photospheric lines, resulting in a single high S/N ratio line profile. For HD 155555 we use a linelist for a K0 star produced by the VALD database (Piskunov et al. 1995 , Kupka et al. 1999 . All strong chromospheric lines (such as the Balmer series) are excluded. Approximately 2800 lines are used for LSD which result in a S/N ranging from 2500 to 10,500 for Stokes V spectra and between 680 and 1200 for Stokes I spectra. We take advantage of the strong telluric lines present in the spectra and the LSD technique in order to correct for drifts in our wave- 
(K) 5050±100 SME log g 1 4.05±0.1 SME log g 2 4.10±0.1 SME 1 from Strassmeier & Rice (2000) .
length calibration over the course of the night. show that this calibration results in radial velocities which are stable to better than 0.1 km s −1 .
SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND BRIGHTNESS MAPS
We use the Doppler imaging code 'DoTS' (Collier Cameron 1997) to map the surface brightness distribution of the surfaces of both stars using the Stokes I intensity spectra. This code uses maximum entropy, as implemented by Skilling & Bryan (1984) , to return the simplest possible surface map at a given level of χ 2 . A two-temperature model is used to describe the surface of each star (Collier-Cameron & Unruh 1994) . Spectroscopic look up tables are created to model the contribution from each element on the stellar surface. Slowly rotating reference stars are fitted with Gaussian profiles which we use to model both the local intensity profiles of the photosphere and the spot, for each star. It has been shown by Unruh & Collier Cameron (1995) that using synthetic Gaussian profiles instead of those from slowly rotating stars has little effect on the resulting brightness maps. While the obvious advantage of using synthetic Gaussians is that they are noiseless. For the primary star we use temperatures of 5300 K and 4050 K for the photosphere and spot respectively. Similarly the cooler secondary star is modelled using a photospheric temperature of 5050 K and a spot temperature of 3787 K. These temperatures come from the spectroscopic analysis described in §3.2.
Determining system orbital parameters
In addition to producing surface brightness maps we can use DoTS to determine the fundamental parameters of the HD 155555 system. This is achieved by finding the values of each system parameter that give the best fit to the stellar profiles (i.e. that minimise χ 2 ) after a fixed number of maximum entropy iterations (see Barnes et al. 2000) . In a binary system the additional orbital parameters greatly increase the computer time required to achieve a global solution. We approached this problem by carefully selecting combinations of two parameters to be minimised for simultaneously. In practice we used a pool of 30 computers to simultaneously run different combinations of the variables. Several iterations were made through the pairs of parameters until a global convergence on a solution with χ 2 = 0.6 was achieved. At this point further changes in the parameters were of the order of their uncertainties as estimated from the curvature of the χ 2 surfaces. Values for system parameters are collated in Table 1 .
We use the ephemeris of Strassmeier & Rice (2000) which is based on over twenty years of radial velocity data. We attempted to derive our own value for the period of the system using our 2007 dataset alone and found that it was consistent with that of Strassmeier & Rice (2000) , however with naturally larger uncertainty. The value of 0.752474 we obtain for the phase offset (Φ0) reflects the traditional eclipsing binary definition that we use in DoTS. Here phase zero occurs at stellar conjunction with the primary star furthest away from the observer (i.e. normally primary eclipse in an eclipsing binary system). We make the simplifying assumption that both components of HD 155555 have rotational axes perpendicular to the orbital plane. Unfortunately determining the inclination of the binary orbit for non-eclipsing systems is as problematic as the rotation axis of single stars because the Doppler imaging process is only weakly sensitive to this parameter. We derive a value of 50
• (using the χ 2 minimisation technique described above) which is consistent with the value of 52
• obtained by both Strassmeier & Rice (2000) and Pasquini et al. (1991) . For consistency with these works we therefore also adopt a value of 52
• .
Atmospheric and evolutionary parameters
A subset of our highest signal-to-noise spectra are selected to determine the atmospheric parameters using spectral synthesis. We apply the technique of tomographic separation (see Bagnuolo & Gies 1991) to disentangle the two components using the orbital parameters derived in the last section. We then calculated and fitted synthetic spectra to each component with the help of the Spectroscopy Made Easy (SME) code (Valenti & Piskunov 1996) . This code uses least-squares minimization to determine the atmospheric parameters that best describe the observed spectra. For these calculations we used stellar model atmospheres from the Kurucz (1993) grid, and atomic line data obtained from the VALD database (Piskunov et al. 1995; Kupka et al. 1999 ). In our calculations we assumed solar abundances, a microtubulence of 1.75 km s −1 and a macrotubulence of 2.0 km s −1 , all typical values for a G5-K0 class pre-main-sequence object.
For our analysis we selected two wavelength regions, one around the temperature and gravity sensitive Na I D lines, and one between 6000 and 6200Å, a region that contains a large number of metal lines. The line ratios in the latter regions provide independent leverage on the effective temperatures. We find the effective temperatures and gravities of the two stars to be very similar (primary: T eff,1 = 5300 ± 100 K and log g1 = 4.05 ± 0.1, secondary T eff,2 = 5050 ± 100 K and log g2 = 4.10 ± 0.1). The full set of parameters is listed in Table 1 .
Within their uncertainties, the values we find are consistent with the values quoted in Pasquini et al. (1991) . The main difference we find is that the surface gravity of the secondary star is significantly lower than the value of 4.5 quoted by Strassmeier & Rice (2000) and consequently much closer to the value obtained for the primary star. This is also expected from the orbital parameters of the system, since g ∼ GM/R 2 and thus:
Substituting M1/M2 = K2/K1 and assuming synchroneous rotation, R2/R1 = (v sin i)2/(v sin i)1 this gives:
Using the values from Table 1 , one finds ∆(log g) = −0.05. We also re-examine the lithium abundance to provide an indication of youth. Using the atmospheric parameters above, we find log n(Li) = 3.16 (primary) and 3.15 (secondary). Our analysis takes account of the non-LTE corrections published by Carlsson et al. (1994) that were not available to Pasquini et al. (1991) . These lithium abundances are slightly below the primordial values of 3.2-3.3, and suggest a lithium age of 0-30 Myr (Sestito & Randich 2005) . This is in good agreement with the age of 18 Myr derived by Strassmeier & Rice (2000) from the pre-main sequence tracks of D 'Antona & Mazzitelli (1997) . We therefore agree with the conclusions of Pasquini et al. (1991) and Strassmeier & Rice (2000) that HD 155555 is a young pre-main sequence binary system and not an evolved RS CVn object.
Brightness images
Now that the best parameter set for HD 155555 has been found, we can attempt to model the deviations (bumps) in the line profile due to the presence of stellar spots. Unlike earlier in this section where we were interested in the parameter set that minimises χ 2 , when generating final spot maps a target χ 2 value is set such that the Maximum Entropy iterations converge before we start overfitting the data and producing artificially noisy maps. In Fig. 12 we show the 53 observed Stokes I LSD profiles and the corresponding fits we obtain using DoTS that correspond to a reduced χ 2 = 0.7. A value for χ 2 below unity is often achieved when performing Doppler imaging using intensity spectra (Stokes I), it simply indicates that the S/N values from the LSD process are slightly underestimated. The profiles have been ordered by phase so the binary motion can clearly be seen and individual spots are easily traced. From the LSD profiles alone we can see that the flat bottomed shape of the rotation profiles of both stars indicates the presence of polar spots.
In Fig. 2 the brightness maps produced by the Doppler imaging process are shown. We choose to leave these maps labelled with phase, as opposed to the more conventional stellar longitude, so that the locations of spots can be more easily compared to the binary orbital phase. Note that for the primary star phase φ = 0.0 faces the secondary star, while for the secondary star phase φ = 0.5 faces the primary. The first obvious characteristic of both images are the large polar spots. On the primary star individual darker spots can be made out at latitudes between 60
• and the pole. A band of lowlatitude spots between (10 -40
• ) is also present and covers three quarters of the stellar circumference. While we have been able to resolve some structure in this band it is likely that in reality it is composed of smaller, unresolved spots. Latitudes between 40 -60
• are remarkably devoid of spot coverage producing the bi-modal plot of mean spot filling factor versus stellar latitude shown in the right panel of Fig. 2 .
The secondary star has a large offset polar spot that is centred at phase φ = 0.4 and reaches down to a latitude of 60
• . A large spot group at φ = 0.2 is the lowest latitude feature reaching down to 20
• and is clearly seen in the LSD profiles of Fig. 12 . A weak pair of mid-latitude spots is also recovered at phases φ = 0.7 and φ = 0.8. In Fig. 3 we show the brightness maps projected on to the stellar surfaces so that the locations of spots can be compared to the binary orbital phase. We discuss the starspot distributions further in §7 where we also compare them to previously published maps.
ZEEMAN-DOPPLER IMAGING OF BINARY SYSTEMS
All previous magnetic maps have been produced using ZDI codes designed to work on single stars. Therefore the few maps of the primary stars of binary systems that have been produced to date were obtained by performing the initial step of correcting the LSD profiles for the orbital motion. The data can then be treated as that of a single star. This is a common procedure for modelling of both Stokes I and V data by codes that are not capable of modelling the contribution from both stars. Due to the continuum present in Stokes I spectra this is particularly difficult. The binary conjunction phases are either not observed, or the part of the primary rotational profile that overlaps with the secondary star is masked out, or the secondary profile is removed by subtraction of a Gaussian. The situation when using Stokes V data is considerably easier however, this is because the continuum is unpolarised. For RS CVn binaries the magnetic field strength of the secondary star is so small (due in part to the ratio of the stellar luminosities) that its contribution to the combined Stokes V signatures can often be assumed negligible. It is this assumption that is used to produce the many magnetic images of the primary star in the RS CVn binary system HR1099 (e.g. ).
In the case of the near equal mass ratio binary HD 155555, the stars are so similar that the above options are not viable. For approximately one third of the orbital period the rotation profiles of the stars overlap to some extent, as illustrated in Fig. 12 . If one chose to simply not observe the conjunction phases then there would be two phase gaps each of duration ∆φ ≃ 0.16. These would at the very least reduce the level of detail recovered in the images and may even produce imaging artifacts. Gaps in the phase coverage is worse for magnetic than brightness imaging due to the fact that we ascertain the nature of the field (e.g. radial or azimuthal) by the behaviour of the Stokes V signature as it moves through the line profile. As we shall see, the magnetic field strengths on the two stars are comparable. Therefore the only efficient way to proceed is to develop a code capable of performing full ZDI of a binary star system. We base our new ZDI code on that of Hussain et al. (2000) which itself was originally spawned from the DoTS code, we therefore name the new code 'ZDoTS'. One of the main reasons why the binary version was not previously implemented was due to the computational demands that this would place. The memory requirements of ZDoTS exceeds that of the DoTS by a factor of three due to the necessity of storing each of the magnetic vectors (the radial, azimuthal and meridional fields). ZDoTS uses array compression and takes advantage of the general increase in recent computer memory in order to overcome this problem.
When the two binary components are in conjunction we model the result as a linear superposition of the two Stokes V signatures from both stars. Just as in Doppler imaging observations, such phases alone do not provide information about the relative contribution to the observed Stokes V spectrum from each star. However, when combined with observations where the two components are separated in velocity space then knowing how the two Stokes V signatures combine helps greatly to constrain the geometry of the magnetic field maps. The solid line is the maximum entropy regularised fit we obtain to the data from Doppler imaging. Careful examination of the line profiles reveals the presence of spots, seen as raised bumps in the line profiles. Profiles are ordered by orbital phase (listed to the right of each profile) and clearly show the motion of both binary components. For reference, the primary star is the profile seen generally at negative velocities for phases φ = 0.0 − 0.5. Included in the on-line version of this paper is a plot showing the starspots in more detail.
As in the single star ZDI code of Hussain et al. (2000) , we model the local Stokes V line profiles using a Gaussian profile (which is assumed constant over the stellar surface) and we assume that the weak field approximation holds. Three consecutive Stokes V spectra of HD 155555, shown in Fig. 4 , illustrate particularly well what can happen when the stars are in conjunction. The Stokes V signatures from the two stars can be seen moving closer together between the top and bottom spectra of Fig. 4 . Then during the conjunction phase in the bottom spectrum we observe, by chance, the exact superposition of the troughs of the two profiles which produces a large amplitude combined signature. As Fig. 4 shows, the ZDoTS code has successfully modelled this. We note that the three spectra shown in Fig. 4 were not obtained in the five nights considered in this publication but from the subsequent five nights of data (specifically, April 05). The ZDoTS code was tested by creating synthetic Stokes V spectra from an input map with spots located at different In order to test ZDoTS further we used the surface magnetic maps of the single, K0 dwarf, AB Dor (v sin i = 91 km s −1 ) from 1996 and 1999 . We 'painted' one of these maps on to the primary star and the other onto the secondary and assumed all the same orbital and physical parameters of the HD 155555 system (from Table 1 ). Synthetic spectra were then generated, using the forward module of ZDoTS, of comparable signal-to-noise and at each of the same 53 observational phases as our real data. This resulted in Stokes V spectra of the binary system including the tangled conjunction phases. The spectra were then used as input into ZDoTS and we attempted to reconstruct the magnetic maps. The results were compared with the performance of the original (single star) ZDI code of Hussain et al. (2000) at recovering the magnetic maps of each star in turn. The results showed that both codes recovered essentially the same maps. When the images were collapsed in latitude the maximum difference between the two magnetic fluxes was always less than 5%. Importantly, there was no visible phase (longitude) dependence on the accuracy of the reconstructed maps. This illustrates that ZDoTS is as capable of reproducing surface maps for binary systems as for single stars, at least for well phase sampled data. To examine further tests of ZDoTS using synthetic data see Dunstone (2008) .
Magnetic maps of HD 155555
In Fig. 5 we show the 53 Stokes V LSD profiles along with the maximum entropy regularised fits corresponding to χ 2 = 1.0. As in Fig.  12 we order the Stokes V profiles by phase and again the binary orbital motion can be clearly seen. Unlike in Fig. 12 , it is easy in Fig.  5 to spot the few spectra which have substantially poorer signal-to- noise. These occur around phases φ = 0.52 and φ = 0.77 and still provide some constraint to modelling the surface magnetic field.
The strengths and complexity of both the primary and secondary Stokes V signatures varies with orbital phase. From a visual inspection of Fig. 5 it appears from the Stokes V profiles that the primary star often possesses a more complex field with either more changes of polarity and/or different field orientations than the secondary star. This is illustrated by the greater number of sign reversals seen throughout the line profile of the primary star (as many as six seen around phase φ = 0.15). The Stokes V signature from the secondary star all but disappears around phase φ = 0.6.
The reconstructed magnetic images are shown in Fig. 6 . We show the radial, azimuthal and meridional field components. The density and coverage of the observations ensures that there are no imaging artifacts that can result from poor phase sampling. The maximum amplitude of both the radial and azimuthal field is approximately twice as large on the primary as on the secondary star. Note that ZDI is only sensitive to high latitude meridional flux on stars with moderate to high inclination angles. At low latitudes the meridional map suffers considerable cross-talk with the radial map (Donati & Brown 1997) . A comparison of the recovered low latitude meridional field (bottom panels Fig. 6 ) with the radial field (top panels Fig. 6 ) shows this to be the case.
The radial field map of the primary star shows many small regions of flux of alternating polarities. The level of surface detail recovered is in fact near the limit that our observations of a star with a relatively small v sin i (≃ 35km s −1 ) could produce. As an interesting comparison, we note that the radial field maps of the primary star are similar in the level of detail they recover to those produced of AB Dor (actual v sin i=91km s −1 ) once spun-down to v sin i=35km s −1 , as was performed during the testing of ZDoTS described earlier.
In Fig. 7 we show the radial magnetic field painted on to the surface of each star. This illustrates the field structure near the polar regions better than the mercator projection (Fig. 6) . It also allows us to consider the distribution of flux on the star with respect to the binary orbital motion. We discuss the magnetic maps further in §7.2, where we will also compare them to those obtained in 2004. . Three example Stokes V LSD profiles are shown to illustrate the ability of our code to reproduce the complex superposition of Stokes V signatures that arise when the stars are in conjunction. Note the two Stokes V minima (one from each star) that move closer together due to orbital motion between the top and middle spectra. They then combine in the third spectrum to produce the largest amplitude signal we observe during our campaign. We note that the signal-to-noise of the top two spectra shown here are below average. using the DoTS code and the χ 2 minimisation technique (see §3.1). The mass ratio (q) and semi-major velocity amplitude (K1) were found to be consistent with the 2007 values (within the 2004 values uncertainties), therefore we adopted the higher precision 2007 values shown in Table 1 . The phase offset (φ0) and the radial velocity (γ) were also re-calculated for the 2004 dataset. A phase offset of φ0 = 0.752606 (cf. φ0 = 0.752474, Table 1 ) and a radial velocity of γ = 3.77 km s −1 (cf. γ = 3.72 ± 0.02 km s −1 , Table 1 ) were found. We note that the value found by Strassmeier & Rice (2000) for 1996 was considerably larger, γ = 5.9 ± 0.2 km s −1 . One possible source for changes in the apparent radial velocity of the HD 155555 is the dMe companion, LDS587B. However, a ≃2 km s −1 change is probably too large to be attributed to the well separated LDS587B. Future observations will be required to determine if long-term trends exist in both φ0 and γ.
Over the six nights a total of seven Stokes V spectra were taken. Two of these were taken close to each other on the same night and on the sixth night a very similar phase as was observed on the first night was obtained. Therefore together the Stokes V spectra effectively only sample five unique phases. The largest gap in the phase coverage is ∆φ ≃ 0.25 between phases φ = 0.51 -0.76. The signal-to-noise in the peak order ranged from 180 -220 on six of the nights and was 290 on September 25. In Fig. 8 we show the 2004 Stokes V spectra and the fits. From these alone it is possible to ascertain that the field structure has changed on both stars. The secondary star generally shows a greater peak-to-peak amplitude that it did in 2007 and is now comparable to the primary star.
The relatively small number of observations in 2004 compared with the 2007 dataset result in lower quality maps with less detail and increased phase smearing. This is especially true for the brightness maps shown in Fig. 9 . Here the weak low latitude spots are only recovered by pushing the maximum entropy regularised fits to the point where noise starts to appear. Despite this fact the 2004 data can still be compared with the 2007 data to provide valuable insight into the evolution over the intervening 2.5 year period, this is discussed in §7.1.
The magnetic maps we recover are also shown in Fig. 9 . The meridional magnetic maps show considerable cross-talk with the radial map. This much more severe in 2004 than the 2007 maps (Fig. 6) . This is to be expected due to the poor phase coverage at this epoch (see Donati & Brown 1997 for further details). We note that on close comparison of the 2004 maps with those in Fig. 6 (2007) it is apparent that regions in the 2004 maps are more stretched out in latitude than those in 2007. We suspect that this is a result of the poor phase sampling of the 2004 data. In order to assess the impact this has on the 2004 magnetic maps, we created a subset of seven spectra from the 2007 dataset that were nearest in phase to those of 2004. We then proceeded to use only these spectra in the ZDI process to re-produce the 2007 maps. The results of this procedure were that essentially the same maps were recovered however with increased latitudinal smearing present. This also led to a reduction by nearly 50% in the field strengths of the recovered magnetic regions.
These results are not surprising given that the Doppler imaging process is inherently more sensitive to longitude than latitude position and it is only by repeatedly observing the same features as they move through the stellar rotational profile that we can accurately determine their latitude position. Also, as mentioned earlier, ZDI is only able to ascertain the orientation of the field by observing how the Stokes V signature behaves as it rotates into and out of our line of sight. Therefore the poorer the phase sampling the greater the cross-talk between the radial, azimuthal and meridional fields. Interestingly though, because this affects both stars equally, the ratio of the amplitudes of the field strengths recovered between the primary and secondary stars remained similar for this subset of 2007 data as for the whole dataset. We postpone further discussion of the 2004 magnetic maps to §7.2.
CORONAL FIELD EXTRAPOLATIONS
The surface radial magnetic map of each star can be extrapolated to provide us with an initial idea of the coronal field structure using the coronal X-ray modelling technique of , based around a code originally developed by van Ballegooijen et al. (1998) . At present we treat each star separately, making no attempt to model the interaction between the two stars that may occur. While this obviously places limitations on the conclusions we will be able to draw from the field extrapolations, it will have only minimal effect on either the small scale structure near to the stellar surface or the global orientation of the magnetic axis. This technique uses the "Potential Field Source Surface" method which assumes two boundary conditions, the first being that the radial field is equal to that recovered on the radial field map at the stellar surface and secondly that the field becomes purely radial at the source surface. The implication of this is that the magnetic field is forced open by the outward pressure of coronal gas at the source surface radius.
The further we get from the surface of a star the simpler the field geometry becomes. Eventually the outermost groups of closed field lines represent the lowest order, dipolar, field. From these we can establish whether or not the magnetic axis is aligned with the stellar rotational axis. The largely unseen lower hemisphere contains little magnetic flux. As discussed by , the nature of the field in the unseen hemisphere can influence the coronal geometry of the low latitude field although the effect is much less apparent for the high-latitude field. The presence of a binary companion may also change the connectivity of the largest-scale coronal field lines, since these may possibly connect the two stars. The orientation of the magnetic axis of the field, however, is not affected by either of these factors since it is determined purely by the surface field of the observed hemisphere. In order to illustrate the coronal topology we choose the source surface to be at a large enough radius for each star that the higher-order components of the field have died away and only the simplest, dipolar, structure remains. This is at a radius of 3.4 R * for the primary and 6.8 R * for the secondary component. The true locations of the source surface, and so the radii of the last closed field lines, will of course depend upon the density of X-ray emitting coronal gas. The value obtained for HD 155555 of log (ne) = 10.7 ± 0.23 [cm −3 ] determined by Ness et al. (2004) would suggest that the true source surface is probably smaller, perhaps comparable to the values determined for AB Dor by Hussain et al. (2007) . We note however that on single rapidly rotating stars stellar prominences have been observed at several stellar radii above the surface. For example, Dunstone et al. (2006) found that Speedy Mic had a complex prominence system located at twice the height above the stellar surface as the calculated co-rotation radius. This leads to the requirement of large closed magnetic loops in order to enforce co-rotation. In comparison the co-rotation radius of HD 155555 is in effect the orbital separation of 7.5 R⊙ (by virtue of the fact that this is a tidally locked system).
In Fig. 10 we show a representative sample of field lines from both regions close to the surface of the star and the larger scale field. As we described in the last section the radial surface maps of both stars, but the primary star in particular, show a complex magnetic field with many small magnetic regions. We can thus expect there to be significant structure at relatively small heights from the surface of each star. Such regions will produce small closed loops. This indeed is what we see from the coronal field extrapolations in Fig.  10 . (2000) those obtained in May 1996. These four well spaced epochs provide a valuable opportunity to study the evolution and stability of the spot groups in this tidally locked binary system. The details of the different Doppler imaging codes, the phase coverage and signal-to-noise of observations mean that we have to be careful in our interpretation of the strength and sizes of individual features that we see. However a general comparison of the distribution of spots should be possible.
DISCUSSION

Distribution of stellar spots
Considering the primary star first, all four maps show a polar spot. In 1990 Hatzes & Kürster (1999) observed a significantly decentred polar spot that was tilted in the direction of the secondary star. The other three epochs show a more centrally located polar cap that extends down to a latitude of +60
• . The well sampled 2007 dataset shown in Figs. 2 and 3 suggest that the polar cap is not homogeneous but is composed of a number of large dark spots. All four epochs show a lack of mid-latitude spots and a band of low latitude spots at approximately +30
• . This bi-modality in the latitudinal distribution of spots seems to be a consistent feature of the G5IV primary. This is reminiscent of the brightness maps found for G dwarfs in the young α Persei cluster by Barnes et al. (1998) and more recently of the G dwarf HD 171488 by Marsden et al. (2006) . All these stars show spots emerging near the polar or at low latitudes but with a distinct lack of spots at intermediate latitudes. how flux is transported to the poles. Or else two distinct flux emergence mechanisms may be in operation. Hatzes & Kürster (1999) revealed a string of such low-latitude spots on the anti-facing hemisphere (i.e. the side of the primary facing away from the secondary star). This was also reported by Strassmeier & Rice (2000) , although their maps recover spots covering a larger range of stellar longitudes and therefore also revealed a number of spots on the trailing hemisphere (the one that always follows behind with respect to the binary orbital motion). Both our maps for 2004 and 2007 reveal a band of low-latitude spots. The more reliable 2007 maps show that this covers three quarters of the stellar circumference and shows a preference for spots to be located on the facing and trailing hemispheres. The gap that breaks what would otherwise be a complete ring of low-latitude spots occurs between phases φ = 0.2 -0.5. This corresponds to the leading/facing hemisphere of the primary star and is thus in total contrast to the 1990 map. We are therefore left to conclude that there are no apparent stable 'active longitudes' on the primary star of the HD 155555 system.
With the exception of 2004, the secondary star does not have a true polar cap but instead has a high-latitude spot that just touches the pole. Hatzes & Kürster (1999) found such a spot tilted towards the primary star (at phase φ ≃ 0.55) in 1990, whereas Strassmeier & Rice (2000) recovered a similar feature but on the trailing hemisphere (at phase φ ≃ 0.30) of the secondary star in 1996. Our 2004 spot map shows the secondary star to possess a true (centrally located) polar spot. In 2007 we again find a highlatitude spot that this time is centred on phase φ ≃ 0.4 and so is again tilted in the direction of the primary star. Given our relatively poor understanding of how polar spots form, it is possible that the shifting location of the polar spot may be linked to the extreme tilt of the magnetic axis found in §6.
All epochs reveal spots at mid and low-latitudes on the secondary star. In particular a large low-latitude (30
• ) spot group is seen at all epochs between phases φ = 0.1 − 0.3 (trailing hemisphere). As this appears to be a consistent feature of the secondary star maps it may indeed indicate an active spot longitude.
Surface magnetic topology and dynamo processes
The magnetic maps we produced in the last sections (Figs. 6 and  9) are the first of a pre-main sequence binary system. Both components of HD 155555 possess large regions of strong azimuthal field near to the stellar surface. These are of equivalent strength (in fact, often stronger than) the recovered radial field. Strong azimuthal field is recovered on all active cool stars that have been mapped so far using ZDI. This is in contrast to the relatively small amounts of horizontal field found on the comparatively inactive Sun. Solar azimuthal field is thought to be buried deep in the base of the convective envelope where dynamo activity is generated. Previous authors (e.g. ) have therefore postulated that the presence of strong azimuthal field, at the stellar surface of these rapidly rotating stars, suggests that their dynamo may be active throughout the convection zone. While this suggestion is contrary to the classical understanding of the generation of large-scale fields in slowly rotating (solar-type) stars, it has recently gained support from the numerical simulations of Brown et al. (2007) . These authors find that global-scale toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields can be built and maintained in the bulk of the convection zone of rapidly rotating stars, despite the presence of turbulent convection. In particular Brown et al. (2007) find strong ordered torodial fields which may explain the observation, as in HD 155555, of strong surface azimuthal field. We can now compare the maps of both components of HD 155555 to each other and look for evolution between the 2004 and 2007 epochs.
Primary star
The radial field map of the primary star shows many small regions of flux of alternating polarities. A visual inspection of the 2007 primary radial maps reveals no real latitude dependence, with both positive and negative field at all latitudes and no preference at the pole. In 2004 the maps do show a slight preference for positive polarities, especially at mid to high latitudes (60 -80
• ). The radial field maps are integrated over all longitudes in Fig. 11 to test for the presence of a latitudinal polarity dominance. In doing so considerable cancellation of the flux occurs due to the already described complex nature of the maps. However, Fig. 11 shows that we are left with a preference for positive radial flux at all latitudes and for both epochs, with a peak flux at 55
• . The azimuthal field maps of the primary star reveal a considerably simpler field structure than the radial maps. This is particularly apparent in 2007 where the surface topology can essentially be described by just two regions. A large region of positive field is seen encircling the star at high latitudes, centred on (≃75
• ). This points down to lower latitudes (≃60
• ) at phase φ = 0.8. It therefore resembles a ring of positive flux that is tilted by 15
• with respect to the rotational axis. Due to the fact that the ring crosses over the rotational pole, part of it then appears as a negative polarity region. The other region is of negative field at lower latitudes. In 2004 the azimuthal maps appear more complex that in 2007, with more mixing of positive and negative polarities. The general latitude distribution is similar to 2007, with positive field at high latitudes and negative field at lower latitudes. However, the field appears more axisymmetric in 2004 with both rings of flux being better centred on the rotation pole. Again, in Fig. 11 we integrate the azimuthal maps over all longitudes to find that the primary star indeed shows a dominant negative polarity at all latitudes below 55
• , but then switches to positive field at high latitudes. The similarity of the azimuthal flux distribution in both 2004 and 2007 suggests that this is a relatively stable feature of the primary star.
The meridional field maps show two very high latitude regions of opposite polarity in both 2007 and 2004. This is exactly what you would expect to result from a homogeneously oriented ring of horizontal field that crosses the pole. The ZDI process will recover part of the field as azimuthal (as discussed above) and part as meridional. The low latitude features (as already outlined in §4.1 and §5) are the result of cross-talk from the radial field (particularly severe in 2004). Therefore, the azimuthal and high-latitude merid- Figure 10 . Coronal field extrapolations are shown for the primary star (left panels) and secondary star (right panels) for 2007 data (top panels) and 2004 data (bottom panels). These particular phases were chosen as they best illustrate the large scale field orientation. The primary is shown at phase φ = 0.8 (and so near to the trailing hemisphere), while the secondary is at phase φ = 0.9 (nearest to the anti-facing hemisphere). Open and closed field lines are represented by blue and white lines respectively. The radial magnetic maps are shown on the stellar surfaces with blue corresponding to negative, green to zero and red to positive magnetic flux.
ional flux appears to be attributable to the toroidal field, while the radial and low-latitude meridional flux is part of the poloidal field.
Secondary star
The secondary star has a considerably simpler radial field map than the primary star. Like the corresponding map of the primary star, the radial field map appears to have no latitude dependence on the polarity of the field. Indeed when we collapse the maps in longitude in Fig. 11 we achieve virtually total cancellation of the positive and negative fluxes. In 2007 the residual trend is for positive polarity at latitudes lower than 55
• and negative flux at higher latitudes. In 2004 there is a slight indication of preference for positive polarity for both field components.
The maps of azimuthal field of the secondary star are unusually complex. In 2007 we recover low latitude flux of mixed polarity, with a complex region composed of both negative and positive field at phases φ ≃ 0.6 − 0.9. However, we see a positive ring of field at high latitudes, again tilted (like the azimuthal field of the primary star in 2007) away from the rotational axis by ≃ 15
• and towards phase φ = 0.3. Fig. 11 shows that negative azimuthal field dominates at latitudes below 45
• then the field becomes positive at higher latitudes. Similarly in 2004, a ring of non-axisymmetric positive azimuthal field can be seen at high-latitudes. Fig. 11 shows a preference for positive azimuthal field at all latitudes. Both epochs have a strong, low latitude, region of negative azimuthal field centred on phase φ ≃ 0.5 (the hemisphere facing the primary star). The meridional maps of the secondary star show two high-latitude regions of opposite polarity. They are therefore similar to those of the primary star and we thus refer the reader to the discussion of the primary star's meridional maps in the last section. In each panel the solid line represents the quadratic magnetic flux, the dashed line shows the azimuthal field and the dash-dot line depicts the radial field. The value of a given quantity is the integration over all longitudes and has been corrected for the relative pixel area at that particular latitude -hence the reduction in all fluxes observed at the pole.
Magnetic regions, polar spots and axis misalignment
To summarise the last section; we find evidence for rings of azimuthal field which are non-axisymmetric but yet show a clear constant polarity structure. The trend for both stars of HD 155555 is to have a high-latitude ring of positive azimuthal field which is tilted with respect to the rotational axis and then for this to be underlined by negative field at low latitudes. Interestingly the rings of positive azimuthal field closely follow the polar spots discussed in §7.1. and found a similar pattern between the azimuthal field and polar spots on HR 1099. The similarity of the 2004 and 2007 coronal extrapolations shown in Fig. 10 is striking. On both epochs the secondary star exhibits an extreme tilt of its magnetic axis. From plotting the neutral polarity line at the source surface we calculate that the magnetic axis is approximately 75
• misaligned with the rotational axis. The primary stars magnetic field is more closely aligned to that of its rotational axis. We find a ≃30
• misalignment to that of the rotational axis in 2004 and a larger ≃45
• misalignment in 2007. This may be related to the fact that, as discussed in the last section, the ring of surface azimuthal field shows a tilt by approximately 15
• for the primary star in 2007 but more of an axisymmetric ring in 2004. So it appears that both the radial and azimuthal fields were both more axisymmetric in 2004. It therefore seems likely that the surface azimuthal field is linked to the orientation of the large scale field.
Relative field strengths and magnetic energy
In the 2007 maps shown in Figs. 6 and 9 the magnetic field strength scale needed to be different for each star and yet for 2004 they could be the same. The average quadratic field intensity can be calculated for both stars at each epoch. This can also be examined graphically, as a function of latitude, from the solid line in Fig. 11 . We find for the well sampled 2007 epoch an average field strength (integrated field modulus over the whole stellar surface) of 68 G for the primary star and 43 G for the secondary star. So in 2007 the primary star appeared to have a field strength 50 % greater than that of the secondary star. For the 2004 maps we find a field strength of 52 G for the primary star and 61 G for the secondary. It therefore appears that the field strength of the secondary star was considerably stronger in 2004, both in absolute terms (42% stronger than in 2007) and relative to that of the primary star.
As mentioned in §5 the comparatively poor phase sampling of 2004 data must be taken into account. We found that using only a subset of the 2007 data (choosing the same number of spectra available in 2004) resulted in an almost 50% reduction in the recovered flux. In addition the observed flux was spread out in stellar latitude. The effect of this can be seen in Fig. 11 where the total quadratic flux (solid line) shows a broader distribution in the 2004 panels than those of 2007. The effect of fewer phases of observation is that we effectively miss (do not recover) flux from the stellar surface. Therefore the 16 G weaker field strength of the primary star in 2004 is likely due, at least in part, to this effect. However, reduced phase sampling certainly cannot explain why the secondary star has a field strength 18 G (42%) stronger in 2004 than in 2007. In fact it suggests quite to the contrary, the real difference in the flux between 2004 and 2007 must have been even greater.
Another quantity which we can calculate in an attempt to understand the above observations is that of the magnetic energy. This can be calculated for each of the radial and azimuthal fields. We can then quote the energy stored in each field component as a fraction of the total energy. The meridional field is found to contain between 8 -12 % of the total magnetic energy (depending upon the star and epoch). It is therefore small compared to the radial and azimuthal contributions and we do not discuss it further. We find that in 2007 the azimuthal field of the primary star stores 58% of the total energy with 34% in the radial component. This is similar to the case of AB Dor and LQ Hya where the azimuthal field is found to preferentially store more of the field energy than the radial field at most epochs . In the case of the secondary star, in 2007 the radial field dominates by storing 48% of the magnetic energy while the azimuthal field has 43%.
When we perform the same calculation for the 2004 maps we find that the azimuthal and radial fields store equal energy (44%) on the primary star, corresponding to a decrease in the relative azimuthal field strength. However on the secondary star the opposite appears to have occurred, the azimuthal field is found to contain 54% of the energy and the radial field with 38%. We again note that the poor sampling of the 2004 dataset may have an impact on these results. Observations with very poor phase sampling can be prone to cross-talk between the radial and azimuthal field components. This would lead to a reduction in the contrast between the two field components and may partly explain the observation of more equal percentages for the primary star. Also if, by chance, a particularly strong region of field (be it azimuthal or radial) was missed by our observations then this would be reflected in the balance of the magnetic energy. The situation would be considerably worse in the case of poor phase coverage. If the observations were very poorly spaced then there would be little constraint on the flux for large parts of the stellar surface. While the 2004 observations are poorly sampled they are at least reasonably well spaced. We therefore conclude that the relative strengths of the field components for 2004 should be treated with caution and as an indication only.
In summary, it appears that the magnetic field of the secondary star has evolved considerably between 2004 and 2007. The average field strength has become much weaker (both in absolute value and relative to the primary star) and the azimuthal field component appears to have weakened relative to that of the radial. This is accompanied by an apparent change in the azimuthal topology from a comparatively simple field (characterised by a ring of positive flux) in 2004 to a more complex distribution in 2007. If, as suggested by , the strong azimuthal field observed on active stars is closely related to the toroidal component of the large-scale dynamo field then the observed behaviour may represent the decay phase of an activity cycle. There is insufficient evidence to make a similar comment about the primary star at this time.
Comparing HD 155555 with other stars
The HD 155555 system is particularly interesting as it is a young binary system and is therefore a potentially very promising target for disentangling the effects of youth and binarity. As a close binary system, the components of HD 155555 are tidally locked just like the primary stars in evolved RS CVn binaries, such as HR 1099. However, with an age of around 18 Myr (see §3.2) the system is still a pre-main sequence object and therefore younger than the well studied zero-age main-sequence rapidly rotating single stars, AB Dor and LQ Hya (50 -100 Myr, e.g. Janson et al. 2007 ). This fact is reflected in the bloated size of both components of HD 155555. Despite the fact that AB Dor and LQ Hya are of approximately equal mass to HD 155555 we find, in §3.1, radii of 1.5 and 1.3 R⊙ for the primary and secondary star respectively (c.f. ≈ 1 R⊙ for AB Dor and LQ Hya, ). This will lead to increased convection zone depths of both components of HD 155555 relative to AB Dor and LQ Hya. Therefore, somewhat ironically, both the evolved HR 1099 binary (R=3.7 R⊙) and HD 155555 have convection zone depths greater than AB Dor and LQ Hya. Consequently if convection zone depth uniquely determines the observed magnetic surface topologies, then our attempt to compare the effects of binarity and youth will be ultimately inconclusive.
As already mentioned, the observation of strong surface azimuthal field is common to HD 155555, AB Dor, LQ Hya and HR 1099. Beyond this, HR 1099 is characterised by easily identified rings of azimuthal field that are normally axisymmetric. A similar ring of azimuthal field is often observed on AB Dor but only at high-latitudes. We find that both components of HD 155555 show rings of azimuthal field, however they are often non-axisymmetric. HR 1099 also possesses a latitudinal dependence on the polarity of the radial field with a unipolar polar cap. In contrast the young rapid rotators AB Dor and LQ Hya show mixed polarities of radial field at all latitudes, including the pole. At first glance this is essentially what is seen for HD 155555 but when the latitudinal distribution of flux is plotted a clear trend is seen. It can be seen in Fig. 11 that the primary star (in both 2004 and 2007) has a bias towards positive radial flux at all latitudes but increasing so towards high-latitudes. confirmed the presence of an anticorrelation of the latitudinal distribution of azimuthal and radial field on HR 1099. This is not seen on AB Dor or LQ Hya but is present on the Sun. Fig. 11 shows tentative evidence of a similar anti-correlation for HD 155555 in 2007 for the secondary star and for the primary star at latitudes below 55
• in both 2007 and 2004. However, this does not hold for the secondary star in 2004 where both the radial and azimuthal field is positively orientated. Further observations of HD 155555 will be needed to establish long-term trends.
The coronal fields of HD 155555 and binary interaction
In §6 we used the recovered radial field maps to extrapolate the coronal structure of both stars. Due to the small binary separation of 7.5 R⊙ (≃ 5.5 R * , see Table 1 ) there is no doubt that the magnetospheres of the two stars will interact. The question is: what will the nature of the interaction be? Due to the relative complexity of the surface radial field maps of both stars, the extrapolated coronal field is also correspondingly complex. As Fig. 10 shows, at locations between the stars where the two fields would interact, both fields retain sufficient complexity that their interaction will not be simply modelled by that of two dipolar fields.
It is clear that the next step will be to perform a full binary extrapolation, where the radial field maps of both stars are considered simultaneously. This will model which field lines will preferentially connect with the other star rather than to regions on the same star. The upper limit on the longevity of such 'binary field lines' will largely be defined by the relative differential rotation rates of each star. The surface rotation properties of HD 155555 will be the subject of a forthcoming paper.
CONCLUSIONS
We have produced the first simultaneous magnetic maps of both components of a binary system. These show that the technique of Zeeman Doppler imaging can be adapted to the binary case. This opens up the potential to study many short period pre-main sequence and main sequence binary systems where both components have Stokes V detections. The HD 155555 system provides an interesting first insight into the magnetic fields of a young binary system. In general, we find that the resulting magnetic maps appear to share features in common with both young rapidly rotating stars and the evolved primary stars of RS CVn binaries. The most surprising result is the severe misalignment of the secondary stars magnetic and rotational axes. The impact of this can be seen on the radial and azimuthal maps. Also interesting is the significant weakening of the secondary star's magnetic field strength from 2004 to 2007. Especially as this appears to be associated with a decline in the proportion of magnetic energy stored in the azimuthal field.
Once a binary potential field extrapolation code has been completed it will be possible not only to more reliably model the coronal structure of both stars but also their interaction. This will allow us to predict the locations of stellar winds and determine which field lines are capable of containing hot X-ray emitting gas. We can therefore look forward to learning more about the mass loss rates from binary systems and modelling the X-ray properties of binaries, including flare loop lengths and energies. The solid line is the maximum entropy regularised fit we obtain to the data from Doppler imaging. Profiles are ordered by orbital phase (listed to the right of each profile). For reference, the primary star is the profile seen generally at negative velocities for phases φ = 0.0 − 0.5. The residuals in the centre of the stellar profiles are starspots and are mostly well modelled. We note however that poor agreement is found at the extremities of the rotational profiles of both stars. This is similar to that observed for the contact binary AE Phe by Barnes et al. (2004) . Here the authors attributed the mis-match to inadequate modelling of centre-to-limb brightness variation. A more sophisticated treatment of limb darkening beyond the linear limb darkening used here is required.
